
Bible Reading & Questions for Sept.3-9 

Sept. 3 → Read Job 8-11
1) Who did Bildad say that God would not cast away? _________________________________________________.
2) What did Job say would tremble when God shaketh the earth out of her place? ____________________________.
3) With what two things does Job say that God has fenced him? __________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________.
4) What did Zophar say to do if iniquity was found in thine hand? ________________________________________.

Sept. 4 → Read Job 12-14
1) What does the Lord take away from the chief people of the earth? ______________________________________.
2) What two things did Job want the Lord to make him to know? _________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________.
3) What is the hope of a tree that has been cut down? __________________________________________________.
4) What did Job say “wear” (wear away) the stones? ___________________________________________________.

Sept. 5 → Read Job 15-18
1) What should those that are deceived not trust in? ___________________________________________________.
2) Who does Job say that God has delivered him to? ___________________________________________________.
3) Where did Job say that his witness is? ____________________________________________________________.
4) Whose light did Bildad say would be put out? ______________________________________________________.

Sept. 6 → Read Job 19-21
1) What does Job say that God has removed like a tree? ________________________________________________.
2) What kind of bow does Zophar say will strike the wicked man through? _________________________________.
3) At what sound does Job say that the wicked rejoice?  ________________________________________________.
4) What does Job say that God “distributeth” in His anger? _____________________________________________.

Sept. 7 → Read Job 22-26
1) Where did Eliphaz tell Job to lay up God's words? __________________________________________________.
2) Who does Job say hide themselves together? _______________________________________________________.
3) Over what place does Job say that God stretcheth out the north? _______________________________________.
4) How long has God compassed the waters with bounds? ______________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________.

Sept. 8 → Read Job 27-29
1) Who does Job say will divide the silver of the wicked man? ___________________________________________.
2) What place's topaz does Job say shall not equal to the price of wisdom and understanding? __________________.
3) Whose hearts does Job say that he caused to sing for joy? ____________________________________________.
4) What does Job say was renewed in his hand? ______________________________________________________.

Sept. 9 → Read Job 30-32
1) What does Job say passes away as a cloud? ________________________________________________________.
2) By what great force does Job say that his garments changed? __________________________________________.
3) In what kind of balance did Job desire to be weighed? _______________________________________________.
4) Whose inspiration does Elihu say gives understanding to mans spirit? ___________________________________.

Memory Verse for this Week: Job 23:10

“But he knoweth the way that I take: when he hath tried me, I shall come forth as gold.”


